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Abstract—Social behavior plays a more and more important role in delay tolerant networks (DTNs). In this paper, we present an

analytical model for a hypercube-based social feature multipath routing protocol in DTNs. In this routing protocol, we use the internal

social features of each node (individual) in the network for routing guidance. This approach is motivated from several real social

contact networks, which show that people contact each other more when they have more social features in common. This routing

scheme converts a routing problem in a highly mobile and unstructured contact space (M-space) to a static and structured feature

space (F-space). The multipath routing process is a hypercube-based feature matching process where the social feature differences

are resolved step-by-step. A feature matching shortcut algorithm for fast searching is presented where more than one feature

difference is resolved at one time. The multiple paths for the routing process are node-disjoint. We formally analyze the delivery rate

and latency by using hypercube-based routing. The solutions for the expected values of latency and delivery rate are given under

different path conditions: single-/multipath and feature difference resolutions with/without shortcuts. Extensive simulations on both real

and synthetic traces are conducted in comparison to several existing state-of-the-art DTN routing protocols.

Index Terms—Delay tolerant networks, delivery rate, hypercubes, latency, multipath routing, node-disjoint paths, social features

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

DELAY tolerant networks (DTNs), known for their
intermittent connectivity and high node mobility, can

allow for much-needed connectivity and other settings
with limited or nonexisting infrastructures. There is no
end-to-end path between some or all of the nodes in DTNs,
which makes routing quite different from other types of
wireless networks.

Mobile phones are popular with more than 5.6 billion
phones in use worldwide [1]. Smartphones with program-
mable capability are a growing fraction of these phones. As
stated in Nielson’s report: “as of Q4 2011, 46 percent of US
mobile consumers had smartphones, and that figure is
growing quickly. In fact, 60 percent of those who said they
got a new device within the last three months chose a
smartphone over a feature phone” [2]. Mobile social
network [3] is a new type of DTNs in which social features
play an important role and where individuals move around
and interact at each contact based on their common interests
through smartphones.

Most of the social-behavior-based DTN routing schemes
[4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] that have been
proposed recently do not consider the real social features of
each node (individual). These social features are considered
to be very important—namely, in that people come into
contact more frequently if they have more social features in

common [13]. We obtain the number of contacts between
pairwise individuals in different feature distances (the
number of different features) from Infocom 2006 trace and
MIT reality mining data in Fig. 1. It shows the total contact
times among the individuals. Fig. 1 also shows that the
individuals with a smaller feature distance come into
contact more often. In this paper, we use the feature
extraction method from data mining [14], [15] to obtain the
most informative features, including affiliation, country,
language, and so on, for routing guidance.

In most of the state-of-art DTN routing schemes, the
routing problem considers in a highly mobile and
unstructured contact space (M-space). In hypercube-based
social feature multipath routing [16], the routing scheme
converts the routing problem from the M-space to a feature
space (F-space), which is static and structured, as shown in
Fig. 2. In Fig. 2b, nodes with the same feature (same color
in Fig. 2a) are grouped together. Using internal social
features for routing guidance can prevent a long-term
information collection process. Social features are static and
easy to obtain; hence, we consider social feature informa-
tion to be more reliable. More specifically, each node
(individual) is represented by a social profile, which is
composed of a vector ðF1; F2; . . . ; FmÞ, where each feature
Fi has ni distinct values for 1 � i � m. In this way, the F-
space contains n1 � n2 � � � � � nm groups. The groups in the
F -space can be mapped into an m-dimensional hypercube, in
which two groups are connected if and only if they differ
in only one feature.

We first review the efficient hypercube-based social
feature matching process in [16]. Feature differences are
resolved step-by-step until the destination is reached, which
is a node-disjoint multipath routing scheme according to the
property of hypercube. The shortcut is introduced for fast
feature matching, where more than one feature difference
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can be resolved at one time. The shortcut still can ensure the
node-disjointness of these multiple parallel paths.

In this paper, we formally analyze the performance of
the proposed hypercube-based social feature routing by
looking at the delivery rate and latency. First, we study the
shortcut case. Recursive formulas are presented in both
multipath and single-path cases. Then, we show the benefit
of using multipath routing. If no shortcut is used, the exact
solutions for the expected values of latency and delivery
rate are given for different routing schemes, with both
single- and multipath routing schemes. The analysis results
show that using the feature matching shortcut can increase
the delivery rate and reduce the latency.

In the simulation, we first verify our analysis results in
synthetic and real traces. Then, we compare hypercube-
based social feature multipath routing with state-of-the-art
routing protocols: spray-and-wait (S-W) [8] and spray-and-
focus (S-F) [9], both in synthetic and real traces.

The major contributions of our work are as follows:

. We formally analyze the delivery rate and latency by
using hypercube-based routing in DTNs.

. We make comparisons between the multipath and
single-path cases.

. We show the efficiency of the shortcut-based fast
feature matching.

. We evaluate the proposed scheme in both synthetic
and real traces.

. The simulation results demonstrate the competitive
performance of multipath routing in DTNs and
confirm the correctness of our analysis results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 shows the
preliminary work. Section 4 introduces the social feature
extraction mechanism. Section 5 describes the details of
hypercube-based social feature routing. Section 6 formally
analyzes the proposed routing protocol. Section 7 focuses
on the simulation and evaluation. We conclude our work
in Section 8.

2 RELATED WORK

Recently, DTN research received a lot of attention in
multiple fields: routing [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [17], [18], [19], resource allocation [20], [21], [22],
network analysis [23], [24], and so on. The simplest DTN
routing scheme is epidemic routing [17]. To reduce the

overhead of DTN routing, Lee et al. introduced two-hop
routing [18], where the source gives a copy to relay nodes,
each of which holds the packet until it contacts the
destination. In [8] and [9], two multicopy routing schemes,
S-W and S-F, are proposed. S-W always halves the number
of copies at each spray phase; it allows for multihop unless
the current node has one copy left. S-F goes further to allow
multihop, even when there is one copy left. Delegation
forwarding [19] uses a quality metric to guide the multihop
process, which can further reduce the overhead.

Recently a number of DTN routing protocols have
attempted to enhance packet delivery by using social
contact information [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12], [25]. Daly and Haahr analyzed the social network
characterizing information for routing in DTNs [12]. Their
designed SimBet routing scheme is based on a node’s
egocentric betweenness centrality and a node’s social
similarity. In [7], Hui et al. used human mobility in terms
of social structures in the design of forwarding algorithms
for pocket switched networks. The authors designed
BUBBLE Rap: social-based forwarding routing in DTN by
exploring heterogeneous of human interaction. In [10],
Mtibaa et al. developed PeopleRank social opportunistic
forwarding routing scheme, in which nodes are ranked
using tunable weighted social information, which is similar
to the PageRank idea. Gao et al. exploited node centrality
and social community structures, and designed multicast
protocol in DTNs [11]. However, the betweenness central-
ity, social similarity, and social community structures are
expensive to obtain, especially in a dynamic network such
as DTNs. In this paper, the internal social feature informa-
tion is used for routing guidance, which can avoid a global
information collection process.

Initially, the applications of the hypercube have been
studied in parallel and distributed computing [26], [27].
There has been some recent work done on hypercube
routing in wireless networks [28], [29], [30]. Our approach
utilizes the advantage of hypercube properties—the node-
disjointness of the multiple paths. Our proposed shortcut
fast feature matching process, which improves the effi-
ciency of routing, can still guarantee the node-disjointness.
Note that such a property is absent in existing state-of-the-
art DTN routing protocols.

3 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first present the objectives of our
proposed routing protocol. Then, we briefly introduce the
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Fig. 2. Converting from M-space to F -space.

Fig. 1. Comparison of contacts in real traces: Infocom 2006 and MIT
reality mining.



system model. The concepts of social feature space and
hypercube are presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.

3.1 Objectives

The objective of this paper is to develop an analytical model
for the efficient multipath routing scheme based on
hypercube social feature matching in DTNs. Two perfor-
mance metrics are used to measure the routing perfor-
mance: 1) delivery rate: the average delivery ratio of the
routing packet; 2) latency: the average duration between a
packet’s generation and the arrival time.

3.2 System Model

We model a DTN as a set of mobile nodes (individuals).
Two nodes transfer packets to each other when they are
within each other’s communication range. Here, we assume
that all of the nodes have the same communication range.
Assume that there are N individuals in the whole network.
Each individual can be represented by his/her social
features. The social features represent either physical
properties, such as gender, or logical ones, such as a
membership in a social group.

3.3 Social Feature Space

We convert the mobile and unstructured contact space (M-
space) with N individuals into a static and structured
feature space (F-space) with M nodes (or groups). Each
individual belongs to one of the groups in the F-space.
Fig. 3 illustrates a 3D F-space with eight groups. In this
example, there are three different social features in the F-
space, represented by two distinct values. Dimension 1
(the left most position) corresponds to Language: English
(0) or Chinese (1); dimension 2 (the second left most
position) shows position: professor (0) or student (1); and
dimension 3 represents gender: male (0) or female (1). In
Fig. 3, two groups have a connection if they differ in
exactly one feature.

3.4 Hypercube

Given the above definition of the F-space, we can represent
the fact that individuals with the same social features can
form groups, and each group is a node in a hypercube. More
specifically, the F-space is mapped into an m-dimensional
hypercube, which consists of

Qm
i¼1 ni nodes, where ni

denotes the number of distinct values in dimension i. Two
nodes, A : fa1; a2; . . . ; amg and B : fb1; b2; . . . ; bmg, in an m-
dimensional hypercube are connected if and only if their
social features differ in exactly one dimension (say i, such

that ai 6¼ bi) [26]. The feature distance (or feature difference)

(HAB) is the measure of closeness between two individuals

and is used to express the virtual similarity between

individuals in a hypercube. In this paper, we focus on the

binary hypercube where ni ¼ 2 for all i, as shown in Fig. 3.

4 FEATURE EXTRACTION

The individuals are characterized by a high-dimensional

feature profile. However, usually only a small subset of

features is important. We use the feature extraction method

from data mining [14], [15] to obtain key features.
There are N individuals with m0 features, which are

denoted as F1; F2; . . . ; Fm0 . The goal of our social feature

extraction is to extract the most informative subset with mð<
m0Þ key features. We use Shannon entropy [31], which

quantifies the expected value of the information contained

in the feature, to select the key features: EðFiÞ ¼ �Pn
k¼1 pðxkÞlog2

pðxkÞ; ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m0Þ, where EðFiÞ denotes

the entropy of the feature Fi, and p denotes the probability

mass function of Fi. fx1; . . . ; xng are the possible values of

feature Fi. The entropy of the feature considers not only

the number of possible values, but also the distribution of

their frequencies.
Table 1 shows the entropy of each social feature that we

obtained from the Infocom 2006 trace [32]: m ¼ 6 most

informative features out of m0 ¼ 10 total features. It also

lists m ¼ 6 most informative features from the MIT reality

mining data.

5 HYPERCUBE-BASED SOCIAL FEATURE

MULTIPATH ROUTING

We present a novel hypercube-based social feature routing

scheme. It is a multipath routing scheme with the objective

of reaching the destination quickly, while maximizing the

delivery rate. The number of copies of the packet in the

whole routing process can be controlled in multipath

routing. In other words, the overhead is constant. The main

objective is to distribute the copies of a packet in a cost-

effective way.
The copies of the packet are distributed to multiple

node-disjoint paths to resolve the feature distance between

the source and destination. When a packet holder comes in

contact with another individual with a smaller feature

distance to the destination, the packet will be forwarded to

the encountered individual. The new holder will continue
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seeking the relay node until the packet enters the
destination group.

5.1 Basic Hypercube Routing

We assume that the source and destination differ in k
dimensions f1; 2; . . . ; kg, denoted as a set, C. We define the
coordinate sequence C0 : 1; 2; . . . ; kh i from a given C as the
basic routing path. C0 can be any permutation of C. C0

determines how the multiple node-disjoint paths are
constructed, based on the resolution order of dimension
differences. Ci is defined as i circular left shifts of C0.
C0; C1; . . . ; Ck�1 will create k node-disjoint shortest paths:

. Path 1 — generated by C0: 1; 2; 3; . . . ; kh i;

. Path 2 — generated by C1: 2; 3; 4; . . . ; k; 1h i;

. Path 3 — generated by C2: 3; 4; 5; . . . ; k; 1; 2h i;
� � � � � �

. Path k—generated by Ck�1: k; 1; 2; . . . ; k� 2; k� 1h i.
Here, the path generated from source S by coordinate

sequence C0 follows a matching process along dimension 1
to dimension k. In Fig. 3, source G0 and destination G7

differ in three dimensions f1; 2; 3g. The shortest node-
disjoint paths are as follows:

. Path 1 with sequence 1; 2; 3h i is ðG0; G4; G6; G7Þ;

. Path 2 with sequence 2; 3; 1h i is ðG0; G2; G3; G7Þ;

. Path 3 with sequence 3; 1; 2h i is ðG0; G1; G5; G7Þ.
In hypercube routing, the coordinate sequence of a path is

sent along with the packet. After a successful forwarding
along dimension i, dimension i will be deleted from the
sequence. Finally, the sequence becomes empty upon reach-
ing the destination group. Algorithm 1 shows basic hyper-
cube routing until the packet enters the destination group.

Algorithm 1. Hypercube-based Routing

1: = � When A with a packet to D encounters B. �=
2: if B and D are in the same group then

3: Forward the packet to B.

4: else

5: if HBD � HAD then

6: The forwarding is based on the sequence in the k

multiple paths.

When the packet reaches the destination group, we
propose two schemes to guide the packet to the destination
node. One is wait, that the packet holder only forward the
packet to the destination node. This scheme can reduce the
number of forwardings at the cost of the increased latency.
Another is focus, that the packet holder only forward the
packet to an individual in the same group with a higher
active level, and will not retain the packet itself. We
introduce another metric: active level, which is used to
measure the social activities of the individuals in their
group. This is the number of times that the individual comes
into contact with other individuals in the same group.

5.2 Hypercube Routing with Shortcuts

In basic hypercube routing, each step can only resolve in
one dimension at one time. Some chances to shorten the
distance to the destination will be lost when the packet
holder meets another individual who is more than one
feature distance away, but is closer to the destination.

Therefore, we propose the feature matching shortcut to
enable fast searching. To ensure a reduction of the distance
to the destination, the packet can jump to another group
that is more than one feature difference away. Such a
controlled jump is called a shortcut, which is a prefix1 of the
coordinate sequence.

According to the hypercube property [26], these multiple
node-disjoint paths are composed of k shortest paths of
length k when the source and the destination differ in k
dimensions in an m-dimensional hypercube. All of these
paths are generated from the coordinate sequence. Since
each shortcut is a prefix of a coordinate sequence, all
resultant paths are still node-disjoint. The benefit of the
node-disjointness is that the paths will not cross each other,
which increases the efficiency of the routing.

5.3 An Example

As shown in Fig. 4, one individual in G0 has a packet for
another individual in G15. The source and the destination
differ in four feature dimensions; hence, there are four
shortest paths: ðG0; G8; G12; G14; G15Þ, ðG0; G4; G6; G7; G15Þ,
ðG0, G2, G3, G11; G15Þ, and ðG0; G1; G9; G13; G15Þ. These
paths are node-disjoint.

The shortcuts can happen at ðG0, G12Þ, ðG0; G6Þ, ðG0; G3Þ,
ðG0; G9Þ, ðG8; G14Þ, ðG12; G15Þ, ðG4; G7Þ, ðG6; G15Þ, ðG2, G11Þ,
ðG3; G15Þ, ðG1; G13Þ, and ðG9; G15Þ, which are two-hop
shortcuts; ðG0; G14Þ, ðG0; G7Þ, ðG0; G11Þ, ðG0; G13Þ, ðG8,
G15Þ, ðG4; G15Þ, ðG2; G15Þ, and ðG1; G15Þ, which are three-
hop shortcuts; and ðG0; G15Þ, which is a four-hop shortcut.
All of these shortcuts still guarantee the node-disjointness.

6 ANALYSIS

In this section, we formally analyze the delivery rates and
latencies of the hypercube-based feature matching process.
Our formulas of latency are valid for any contact time
distributions. We note that the contact time is typically
assumed to be exponentially distributed in many studies,
but recent empirical results show that, in some cases, it
follows a power-law distribution; see, for example, [33].
Since our formulas are valid for any contact distributions,
our results may be useful for further studies.

In Section 6.1, we first obtain a recursive formula for the
latency in routing with shortcuts of all distances included.
The recursive formula then allows for an efficient way of
calculating the delivery rates and the latencies in the whole
graph, with shortcuts of all distances included. Then, we
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Fig. 4. An example of hypercube-based routing from G0 to G15, where
the directed lines are the multiple node-disjoint paths.

1. 1; 2; . . . ; k0h i is a prefix of 1; 2; . . . ; kh i, where k0 � k.



will compare the delivery rates and latencies of routing

where shortcuts of all distances2 are included, with the case of
routing with only neighboring groups3 (routing without

shortcuts) under the single-path condition. In Section 6.2,
we extend our recursive formula to the multipath case.

In Section 6.3, for the case of routing without any short
cuts, we have an analytic expression for the delivery rate

and the expected latency for single and multiple paths.
These expressions are also valid for any type of contact time

distribution. For the case of exponential contact distribu-

tion, we obtain an exact formula for the delivery rate and
the expected latency. Our results also show that the

multipath routing scheme is more efficient than the
single-path routing.

6.1 Single-Path Routing with Shortcuts

In this section, we first obtain a recursive formula for the
latency in routing with shortcuts of all distances included.

The recursive formula then allows for an efficient way of
calculating the delivery rates and the latencies in the whole

graph, with short-cuts of all distances included. Then, we

will compare the performances of the shortcut and
nonshortcut in the single-path scenario.

From Fig. 5, we assume that the source group and

destination group is in k feature distances. Let G0; G1;

G2; . . . ; Gk be the nodes of a single path of total feature
distance k, where the feature distance between two adjacent

nodes Gj�1 and Gj is equal to 1, for all j ¼ 1; . . . ; k. For
0 � i � k, let xij be the minimum arrival time of the packet

sent directly from Gj�1 to Gj�1þi, j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; kþ 1� i. For

the following recursive formula of latency, xij can be
any distribution.

Theorem 1. In a single-path routing with shortcuts of all

distances included, let G0; G1; G2; . . . ; Gk be the nodes of a

single path of total feature distance k, where the feature

distance between two adjacent nodes Gj�1 and Gj is equal to 1,

for all j ¼ 1; . . . ; k. For 0 � i � k, let xij be the minimum

arrival time of a packet sent directly from Gj�1 to Gj�1þi,

j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; kþ 1� i. Let Ti be the latency of the packet

arriving at group Gi, whose feature distance to the source

group G0 is i. Then, the following recursive relations hold:

T0 ¼ 0;

T1 ¼ x1
1;

T2 ¼ min
��
T1 þ x1

2

�
;
�
T0 þ x2

1

��
;

T3 ¼ min
��
T2 þ x1

3

�
;
�
T1 þ x2

2

�
;
�
T0 þ x3

1

��
;

. . . ;

Tk ¼ min
��
Tk�1 þ x1

k

�
;
�
Tk�2 þ x2

k�1

�
; . . . ;

�
T0 þ xk1

��
:

ð1Þ

Proof. We will prove by induction. From Fig. 5, we have

T0 ¼ 0; T1 ¼ x1
1:

Assuming that (1) holds for all i � k, we will prove that it
holds for kþ 1. We note that, when routing for a packet
to arrive in Gkþ1, it can first arrive in node Gi, then take a
shortcut of distance kþ 1� i whose time is xkþ1�i

iþ1 . If Gi is
the last node that the packet visited before arriving at
Gkþ1, then the minimum delivery time for taking this
route from G0 to Gkþ1 is Ti þ xkþ1�i

iþ1 . Therefore, the
overall minimum delivery time from G0 to Gkþ1 is

Tkþ1 ¼ min
��
Tk þ x1

kþ1

�
;
�
Tk�1 þ x2

k

�
; . . . ;

�
T0 þ xkþ1

1

��
:

Therefore, (1) holds for kþ 1. tu
The above recursive relations allow for an efficient way

of calculating the expected latency of all shortcuts
included. In what follows, we will give examples where
xij’s are independent and exponentially distributed. We
will compare the results between the cases where all
shortcuts are included, and the case where only two-hop
shortcuts are included.

First, if only two-hop shortcuts exist, then xij ¼ 1 for all
i � 3 and all j. By the recursive relations, we have

T2 ¼ min
��
T1 þ x1

2

�
;
�
T0 þ x2

1Þ
�
;

T3 ¼ min
��
T2 þ x1

3

�
;
�
T0 þ x2

2

��
;

. . . ;

Tk ¼ min
��
Tk�1 þ x1

k

�
;
�
Tk�2 þ x2

k�1

��
:

ð2Þ

Since individuals with more features in common will
contact each other more, we assume that xiþ1

j ¼ a � xij and
that a is equal to 2, 4, and 8. Based on the above recursive
relations, we can calculate the delivery rate and latency, as
shown in Fig. 6. If all shortcuts are included, Tk can also
be recursively calculated. Fig. 7 shows the comparison
results. From both Figs. 6 and 7, we find that using
shortcuts can significantly improve the performance.
We also compare two-hop shortcuts including, two- and
three-hop shortcuts including, and all shortcuts including,
which is shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 5. An illustration of the shortcut fast feature matching process.

Fig. 6. Comparison between nonshortcut and two-hop shortcuts

including in the single-path case. (xðiÞ is xij for 8j.)

2. Shortcuts of all distances are the shortcuts in any hops.
3. The individuals that are in the same node within the hypercube are

considered as a group. The neighboring groups are groups with exactly 1
feature distance.



6.2 Multipath Routing with Shortcuts

In what follows, we give a recursive formula for multipath

routing with all shortcuts of all distances included. In this

case, we consider the case where the source group G0 and

destination group Gk are in k feature distance. Since there

are exactly k node-disjoint shortest paths, for 1 � l � k, we

let Gl0; Gl1; Gl2; . . . ; Glk be the nodes of the lth path of total

feature distance k that connects G0 and Gk, where the

feature distance between two adjacent nodes Glðj�1Þ and Glj

is equal to 1, for all j ¼ 1; . . . ; k. For 0 � i � k, let xilj be the

minimum arrival time of the packet sent directly from

Glðj�1Þ to Glðj�1þiÞ, j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; kþ 1� i. For our recursive

formula of latency, xilj can be any distribution. Using a

similar argument as the one in the proof of Theorem 1, we

have the following.

Theorem 2. In a multipath routing with shortcuts of all

distances included, let Tli be the latency of the packet arriving

at group Gli whose feature distance to the source group Gl0 is i

in the path l, and let T 0li be the latency of the packet arriving at

group Gli in the path l without using the longest shortcut xkl1.

Let Sr;k be the latency of the packet sent from the group G0 to

arrive at group Gk, using r shortest paths l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r. Then

the following recursive relations hold:

T 0lk ¼ min
��
Tlðk�1Þ þ x1

lk

�
;
�
Tlðk�2Þ þ x2

lðk�1Þ
�
; . . . ;�

Tl1 þ xk�1
l1

��
;

Sr;k ¼ min
�
T 01k; . . . ; T 0rk; x

k
11

�
:

ð3Þ

where the longest shortcuts in all paths are the same; i.e.,

xkl1 ¼ xk11.

A numerical study for Sr;k is shown in Fig. 9. As shown

in Table 2, using shortcut fast feature matching can improve

the performance.

6.3 Routing without Shortcuts: Multipath versus
Single Path

In this section, we consider the case of routing without
using shortcuts, where each pair of neighboring groups
meet according to an independently identical distribution f .
We give a general formula for the delivery rate and latency
of the multiple paths routing scheme. In case f is an
exponential density function with mean 1

� , we have an
analytical expression for the delivery rate and the latency.
We note that if the feature distance between the source and
the destination is k, then there are exactly k shortest paths
between the source and the destination of length k. In the
following theorem, we find the delivery rate if r shortest
paths are used in the routing scheme.

Theorem 3. Suppose the contact times for all pairs with feature
distance 1 are independent with the same probability density
function f . For the multipath routing scheme, if r shortest
paths are used, then the following hold:

(a) the delivery rate from the source group to the
destination, with k feature distance in time t, is given by

1�
� Z 1

t

Z xk

0

Z xk�1

0

. . .

Z x1

0

fðxk � xk�1Þ

fðxk�1 � xk�2Þ . . . fðx2 � x1Þfðx1Þdx1 . . . dxk

�r
;

ð4Þ

(b) the expected latency from the source group to the
destination, with k feature distance, is given by

Z 1
0

� Z 1
t

Z xk

0

Z xk�1

0

. . .

Z x1

0

fðxk � xk�1Þ

fðxk�1 � xk�2Þ . . . fðx2 � x1Þfðx1Þdx1 . . . dxk

�r
dt:

ð5Þ

Proof. (a) Since the multiple paths from the source to
the destination are node-disjoint, the multiple paths are
independent. By assumption, they also have the same
distribution. Therefore, if r shortest paths are used, then
the probability that the destination group has not
received the packet by time t is
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Fig. 7. Comparison between nonshortcut and all shortcuts including in
the single-path case.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the performance after including different numbers
of hop shortcuts.

Fig. 9. Comparison between nonshortcut and all shortcuts including in
the multipath case.

TABLE 2
Comparison of Shortcut and Nonshortcut in the Multipath Case



P ð�r > tÞ ¼
Yr
j¼1

P ð�j > tÞ; ð6Þ

where �r is the delivery time when r paths are used and
�j is the delivery time when only jth path is used.

Since the length of the shortest paths in k feature
distance is k, and all neighboring groups meet according
to the same distribution with density function f , the
delivery time in k feature distance is a sum of k
independent random variables with common density
function f , and its probability density function is given by
the convolution of k copies of f . Therefore, the probability
that for each one of the multiple paths fail in time t is

P ð�j > tÞ ¼
Z 1
t

hkðxÞdx; ð7Þ

where

hkðxÞ ¼
Z x

0

Z xk�1

0

. . .

Z x2

0

fðx� xk�1Þ . . .

fðx2 � x1Þfðx1Þdx1 . . . dxk�1:

ð8Þ

Therefore, (6) can be represented as follows:

P ð�r > tÞ ¼
Yr
j¼1

P ð�j > tÞ ¼
Z 1
t

hkðxÞdx
� �r

: ð9Þ

Therefore, the delivery rate in time t is

P ð�r � tÞ ¼ 1� P ð�r > tÞ

¼ 1�
� Z 1

t

Z xk

0

. . .

Z x2

0

fðxk � xk�1Þ . . .

fðx2 � x1Þfðx1Þdx1 . . . dxk

�r
:

ð10Þ

(b) Since the expected value of a nonnegative random
variable is equal to the integral of its failing rate at time t
with respect to t, we have (b). tu

In the case, where f is exponentially distributed with
mean 1

� , we have the following analytical expressions for
the delivery rate and latency.

Theorem 4. For the multipath routing scheme, if r shortest paths
are used, then the delivery rate from the source group to the
destination, with k feature distance in time t, is

1�
Z 1
t

�kxk�1e��x

ðk� 1Þ! dx

� �r
: ð11Þ

Proof. If f is an exponential density function with mean 1
� ,

then hkðxÞ is a gamma distribution

gk;�ðxÞ ¼
�kxk�1e��x

ðk� 1Þ! :

Therefore, the theorem follows from Theorem 3 (a). tu
In the proposed hypercube-based routing scheme, there

are k multiple node-disjoint shortest paths from the source
to the destination, which differ in k feature dimensions.
Hence, r is equal to k in the hypercube-based routing. It

follows from Theorem 11 that for the case of exponential
distribution, the delivery rate is 1� ½

R1
t

�kxk�1e��x

ðk�1Þ! dx�k.
Theorem 5. For the multipath routing scheme, if r shortest paths

are used, then the expected latency from the source group to the
destination, with k feature distance, is

cr;k
� , where

cr;k ¼
ðrkÞ!

½ðk� 1Þ!�r
Z 1

1

� � �
Z 1

1

uk�1
1 . . .uk�1

r

ðu1 þ � � � þ urÞrkþ1
du1 . . . dur:

The proof of Theorem 5 is given in the supplementary
section, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TPDS.2012.281.

7 SIMULATION

First, we verify the analysis results in Matlab using both real
and synthetic traces in the following categories:

1. Comparison between multipath and single-path schemes.
Both schemes do not use the shortcut.

2. Comparison between nonshortcut and shortcut schemes.
Both schemes in this category do not consider the
process after the packet arrives at the destination
group.

Then, we compare the performance of the proposed
hypercube-based social feature routing scheme with several
state-of-the-art ones, including S-W [8] and S-F [9].

7.1 Simulation Data Sets

In the simulation, we make comparisons of the performance
of the routing schemes, both in real and synthetic traces.

7.1.1 Real Trace

We use two real traces, the Infocom 2006 trace [5], [32] and
the MIT reality mining data [34], in our simulation.

The Infocom 2006 data set consists of two parts: contacts
between the iMote devices carried by participants and social
features of the participants, which are the statistics of
participants’ information from a questionnaire form. First,
we discard some participants that do not have social
features in their profiles. In this way, we reduce the
number of participants to 61. There are 74,981 contacts
between these participants over a period of 337,418 time
slots in seconds. We extract five social features from the
original data set: nationality, language, affiliation, position,
and country.

The MIT reality mining data set also consists of two parts:
contacts and social features. After discarding some partici-
pants with no complete input information, we reduce the
number of participants to 57. There are 411,313 contacts
between these participants over a period of 897,921 time
slots in seconds. We extract five social features from the
original data set: daily commute, research group, affiliation,
neighborhood, and working hour.

7.1.2 Synthetic Trace

We assume that the two groups in i feature distances meet
according to a uniform exponential distribution with mean
time 1

�i
. Since people contact each other more frequently if
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they have more social features in common, we assume

that �i ¼ 2 � �iþ1, according to Fig. 1. The contact rate

between individuals in the same group (�0) is 2 � �1.

The contact rate of pairwise individuals corresponds to

the properties of their belonging groups. We create

64 individuals and 50,000 time slots in seconds. Contacts

are randomly selected from these time slots based on their

contact rate.
The estimation of �1 is according to the real traces. For

example, in the case of a 3D hypercube, as shown in Fig. 3,

there are 12 edges. If the contact rate of each edge ei is �ei ,

the estimated �1 in the synthetic trace is

1

�1
¼ 1

12

X12

i¼1

1

�ei
: ð12Þ

In the simulation, we will compare two performance

metrics: delivery rate and latency.

7.2 Simulation Methods

We implement and compare several routing schemes in the

simulation. In all schemes, we consider the following:

1. Hypercube-based social feature routing with wait-at-
destination (HSFR-W). Waiting for the destination
after the packet enters the destination group in
hypercube-based social feature routing.

2. Hypercube-based social feature routing with focus-at-
destination (HSFR-F). Forwarding the packet to
higher active level nodes after the packet enters
the destination group in hypercube-based social
feature routing.

3. Spray-and-wait (S-W) [8]. Spray phase—any node
with copies will forward half of the copies to the
encountered node with no copy; Wait phase—if the
destination is not found in the spray phase, the copy
carriers wait for the destination.

4. Spray-and-focus (S-F) [9]. Spray phase—same as S-W;
Focus phase—if the destination is not found in the
spray phase, the copy carriers forward the copy to the
encountered node with a smaller feature distance to
the destination.

5. SimBet [12]. The packet forwarding is based on the
SimBet utility, which is a combination of locally
determined social similarity to the destination node
and pre-estimated betweenness centrality metrics.

The first two schemes use hypercube routing, in which

the multiple paths are node-disjoint. In the other three

schemes, the multiple paths may cross each other, which
may reduce the efficiency of the routing process.

7.3 Simulation Results

7.3.1 Comparison of Multipath and Single-Path

Schemes

In this section, we will show the benefits of the multipath
scheme. From Fig. 10, we find that both analysis and
simulation results show that multipath routing has a higher
delivery rate and a smaller latency compared to the single-
path scheme. Multipath routing increases delivery rate by
about 115 percent, and decreases latency by about 45 per-
cent. The simulation results are consistent with the analysis
results. The difference between the analysis and synthetic
simulation results is about 3 percent in the delivery rate and
5 percent in the latency. The results from the real traces
reduce the delivery rate by about 6 percent, and increase the
latency by about 15 percent compared to the analysis
results. There are two reasons that the real trace simulation
results are a little bit different from the analysis results.
First, the estimated contact rates (�) are not very accurate,
because we assume that the pairwise contact rates are all
the same in the analysis part; however, in the real trace, they
are different. Second, in the simulation part, there are
multiple nodes in each group, but we assume that there is
only one node in one group in our analysis.

7.3.2 Comparison of Shortcut and Nonshortcut

Schemes

Our simulation demonstrates the importance of the short-
cut fast feature matching in hypercube-based routing.
Fig. 11 shows the performance of the shortcut and
nonshortcut schemes in the proposed hypercube routing.
Both analysis and simulation results show that using the
shortcut fast feature matching process can significantly
increase the delivery rate and reduce the latency. In the
synthetic trace, using the shortcut can increase the delivery
rate by about 15 percent, and reduce the latency by about
60 percent. When the feature distance increases, the
improvement also increases. The results in the real traces
show the same phenomenon. The simulation results
are consistent with the analysis results, especially in the
synthetic trace. From the synthetic trace results, we see that
it decreases the delivery rate by about 2 percent, and
increases the latency by about 4 percent. The results from
two real traces show that it decreases the delivery rate
by about 5 percent, and increases the latency by about
15 percent compared to the analysis results.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the performance between multipath and single
path: (L): delivery rate and (R): latency. (M-P: multipath, S-P: single-
path; A: analysis, S: synthetic, I: Infocom, and M: MIT.)

Fig. 11. Comparison of the performance between shortcut and nonshort-
cut: (L): delivery rate and (R): latency. (S: shortcut, NS: nonshortcut.)



7.3.3 Comparison with Other State-of-the-Art Routing

Protocols

We compare the performance of hypercube-based routing
with S-W, S-F, and seek-active in both synthetic and real
traces. From Figs. 12 and 13, we find that hypercube-based
routing performs better than other schemes. In the synthetic
trace, HSFR-W increases the delivery rate by about
17 percent and reduces the latency by about 22 percent,
compared to S-W. HSFR-F increases the delivery rate by
about 14 percent and reduces the latency by about
24 percent, compared to S-F. In real traces, the proposed
hypercube-based social feature increases the delivery rate
by about 14 and 13 percent, respectively, in the Infocom and
MIT reality mining traces, compared to S-W and S-F. The
latency can be reduced by about 18 and 24 percent,
respectively. In both synthetic and real traces, hypercube-
based routing has a higher delivery rate and smaller latency
compared to the SimBet scheme. After the packet enters the
destination group, using focus can improve the perfor-
mance, as compared to using wait. From Figs. 12 and 13, we
can see that HSFR-F increases the delivery rate by about
2 percent in the synthetic trace, 3 percent in the Infocom
trace, and 2.5 percent in the MIT reality mining trace
compared to HSFR-W. HSFR-F reduces the latency by about
7 percent in the synthetic trace, 5 percent in the Infocom
trace, and 4 percent in the MIT reality mining trace
compared to HSFR-W, in Figs. 12 and 13.

7.4 Summary of Simulation

We first verify the analysis results in the simulation. Then,
comparisons with other state-of-the-art DTN routing pro-
tocols are presented, both in synthetic and real traces.

By comparing the simulation results to the analysis
results, we find the consistency between these two. Because
of the estimation deviation for the contact rate, the

simulation results reduce the delivery rate, and increase
the latency by a little. Another reason the latency is a little bit
different in the simulation results is because, in simulation,
there are multiple nodes in one group, which is different
from the analysis assumption.

Our simulation concludes that, compared with S-W, S-F,
and SimBet schemes, the hypercube-based social feature
routing scheme has a significantly higher delivery rate and
reduced latency. The hypercube-based routing is a multi-
path routing scheme, in which there are multiple node-
disjoint paths seeking the destination that helps to improve
search efficiency. The shortcut fast feature matching process
can increase the delivery rate and reduce the latency. When
the packet enters the destination group, forwarding the
packet to the active relay nodes can improve the perfor-
mance, as compared to waiting for the destination node.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we provide an analytical model for a
hypercube-based social feature routing scheme in DTNs,
which converts the routing problem from a high mobility
space (M-space) into a static feature space (F-space).
Hypercube-based routing is a feature matching process
where the feature difference between the source and the
destination is resolved step-by-step. The shortcut algorithm
is used for fast feature matching, where the feature distance
can be reduced more than one at one time. The shortcut also
can guarantee the node-disjointness of these multiple paths,
which can improve the efficiency of the routing process. In
Section 6, we formally analyze the delivery rate and latency
of the hypercube-based routing. Exact solutions are
presented in multipath and single-path cases when there
is no shortcut. If shortcuts are included, recursive formulas
are introduced for both multipath and single-path cases. We
prove that multipath scheme has better performance than
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Fig. 12. Comparing the delivery rate: (L): synthetic, (Center): Infocom, and (R): MIT.

Fig. 13. Comparing the latency: (L): synthetic, (Center): Infocom, and (R): MIT.



single-path scheme. Shortcut can increase the delivery rate
and reduce the latency. Trace-driven simulation results

show that our proposed hypercube-based routing scheme
performs better than the S-W, S-F, and SimBet schemes. The
simulation results also verify the accuracy of our analysis

results. We believe that the social features will play an
important role in DTN routing.
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